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The Diocese of Southwell and Nottingham warmly welcomed the Cathedral’s
new Dean at a lengthy and uplifting service in the Minster on Saturday 17
September 2016. Seen here is a high point of the occasion where the Bishop
(the Rt Revd Paul Williams) is presenting the mandate to the Very Revd Nicola
Sullivan.
The arrival of a new leader for the Cathedral community who is also a senior
figure in the diocese is always a source of interest and expectation. Two
factors heighten the feelings in this instance. A vacancy lasting two and a
half years is an unusually long time to await the filling of such a post and the
appointment of the first woman to this post in Southwell is an even more
significant event. It is sixteen years since the first woman dean in the Church
of England was announced and at the time of her installation the new Dean
was only the seventh among the 42 Anglican cathedrals in England.
As she outlines in her column on page 3, her career has been one of
contrasts and variety. She comes to Southwell with far more than a thorough
appreciation of the role of a cathedral and we shall all look forward to
observing and sharing in the insights which she will bring in the coming
years.
From the point of view of the Friends the Council was delighted when she
accepted the invitation to occupy the chair. The Dean is not the automatic
choice for this position in every cathedral. Some Friends groups are chaired
by lay men or women.
We wish her and her husband Terry a fruitful and rewarding ministry in
Southwell both personally and as the cathedral’s leader.
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GIFTS UPDATE
The Spring 2012 issue of Pepperpots (no. 35) carried
a major review of the principal ways in which the
Friends’ funds had been used for the benefit of
the Minster over the previous sixty years or so. If
you have joined the Friends in the meantime and
would like a copy of this feature, please contact the
Editor or email stacey@arnesby1.fsnet.co.uk for an
electronic version.
It may now be timely to survey what has been achieved
in the past five years. In brief almost £200,000 of the
Friends’ funds have been spent on a wide range of
projects. The annual expenditure fluctuates according
to the needs of the moment, from about £72,000 in
2014 to £10,000 in 2011 with an annual average of
about £40,000.
The largest projects have been the provision of new chairs
which in part replace the complete reseating which the
Friends funded in advance of the cathedral centenary
celebrations in 1984. These cost £50,000 over two years
and in some ways are the most visible of the Friends’ recent
gifts. Equally costly have been the vital contributions of
£44,000 and £22,000 to the north porch project and
general fabric maintenance respectively. £10,000 spent
to make the Minster’s heating more effective has been
felt but not seen and in the same category was the
burying of cabling under the paving (£630).
On two occasions the Friends have underwritten the
costs of major exhibitions: first the Monarchy exhibition
in 2012 (£1,600) and then the Embroidery exhibition
the following year £2,300). Both these events raised
significant sums to the benefit of the Minster. In a
similar vein new donation boxes have been provided
through legacies.
At the other end of the costs spectrum the Friends
have been able to support provision or repairs which
were not in the essential category, but nonetheless
very desirable. Examples have been the supply of
portable lights to the choir, the conservation of the
ledger stone now in the north quire aisle and the
reinstatement of missing letters on Bishop Ridding’s

The Monarchy exhibition in 2012 was underwritten by the Friends

memorial. The stewards have received embroidered
badges.
This summary is not complete and must conclude with
a mention of the ongoing support which is offered
to the Flower Guild (£2,100
in the latest year) and the
Needlecraft Guild (£2,700), the
annual servicing of both the
speech-reinforcement system
and the audio tours (£1,700
and £700).
Looking ahead Council is likely
to be making a considerable
contribution to the forthcoming
project to renew the lead roofs
and enhance the chapter house.
An annual donation of £30,000
over each of the next five years
will inevitably divert funds from
other expensive projects. These
sums will come from reserves
which we hope will continue to
be replenished by legacies and
by current giving from generous
A secure donation box
Friends.

Below: The embroidery exhibition in 2013 was also underwritten by the Friends
Right: An example of the work of the Needlecraft Guild which the Friends support
on a continuing basis
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DEAN’S
COLUMN
The Very Revd Nicola Sullivan writes:
‘Guard well this holy place; lead and support
your people; be a diligent Minister of God’s
holy word and sacraments, and preserve this
Cathedral as a place of prayer, exploration and
a well of healing.’
These solemn and profound words were spoken
to me by the Bishop of Southwell and Nottingham
as he delivered the Deed of Institution and the
Mandate for Installation to me during the moving
and joyful service on Saturday 17 September,
making me the tenth Provost or Dean of Southwell.
Of course, one cannot help but feel humbled and
privileged to be charged with such a task and
conscious of the heavy responsibility entrusted to
a fallible human being.
In my sermon I spoke of the hope that the Minster
will continue to be a place of generous welcome
and hospitality to all who come through our doors;
its corporate life a channel of God’s reconciliation
and love in an anxious and uncertain age through
our life together in Christ; and that this calling is not
focused solely on the leadership of one individual
but shared among us according to our gifts.
I have moved from Wells in Somerset where for the
last nine years I have been the Archdeacon of Wells
and Residentiary Canon of Wells Cathedral. Before
ordination in 1995 I was a nurse and midwife, both
in the UK and overseas in Ethiopia and Swaziland.
After serving a curacy in St Anne’s, Earlham in
Norwich I moved to Bath Abbey as Associate Vicar
and from there to Wells as Bishop’s Chaplain and
Pastoral Assistant in 2002.
I had never for one moment thought that I might
be invited to be a dean of a cathedral! I am
especially delighted that Southwell Minster is both
a cathedral and a parish church because that seems
to be a winning combination. We are blessed by
committed and faithful congregations. At a time
of many challenges for the Church of England, with
an apparent decrease in regular church attendance,
England’s 42 cathedrals continue to offer a special
contribution to the mission of the Church.
Our daily round of worship and praise attracts many
occasional worshippers, often those curious but
perhaps unsure about faith; the glorious historic

buildings are made from stones saturated by
centuries of prayer and provide a place of stillness
and inspiration amidst frenetic and busy modern
lives. Cathedrals are places of focus and gathering
for our civic and national life and touch millions of
people’s lives in various ways.
We have countless opportunities to speak of our
Christian faith and hope in God in today’s world.
The Minster serves a lively and diverse diocese which
has set as its direction “to grow disciples – wider,
younger, deeper”. We look forward to seeing how
we fully participate in supporting Bishop Paul as
he leads the diocese in mission from his ‘cathedra’,
literally his seat of teaching.
As we know all too well the maintenance and care
of our historic churches and cathedrals is costly
and relentless. No sooner has one project been
completed than another moves up the ‘to-do’ list.
The generosity and tireless support of the Friends
over the years has enabled not just the urgent and
necessary repair of the fabric, but also the means
for those many extra embellishments – the icing
on the cake! – making
Southwell Minster an
extraordinarily beautiful and cherished cathedral
church enjoyed by thousands of visitors every
year.
I am delighted to be the Chair of the Friends and
look forward to working with you in the years
ahead so that together we can ‘guard well this
holy place’ to the glory of Almighty God.

New Friends
We warmly welcome the following Friends who have
joined recently:
Mrs P Baird
Mr N S Cooper
Dr A R Edgar
Mrs W Jefferson
Miss G A King
Dr & Mrs G A F Roberts
(Life)
Dr F A Slater
Mr & Mrs P F Smith
Miss M A Tudball

Mr I Walter
Mr & Mrs J V Wilson
and the following
churches:
Bilborough St John the
Baptist
Clifton Holy Trinity
Clifton St Mary

FRIENDS IN THE CHURCHES
Many of the churches of the diocese are Friends of the
Cathedral – and many are not. At the annual general
meeting those present were invited to take on the role of
Friends’ representative if they belonged to a church which
was not affiliated. A number who kindly volunteered are
gradually being contacted with the necessary information.
If you worship in a church where Pepperpots is not visible
and would like a not very onerous task to promote the
Friends, please contact the Editor (details on back page).
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MARY SKINNER – A FRIEND TO
EVERYONE
We were saddened to learn of the death of Mary
Skinner on 19 September, aged 84. Mary had been
an integral part of our Cathedral for so many years
and was always willing to help anyone in any way
she could. She was a founder member of the Guild
of Stewards in 1983 and later became a member of
the Committee, followed by a term as Secretary and
eventually Chief Steward.
Her knowledge of the Minster was superb and many
of the factsheets used by stewards were written by
Mary. I particularly remember her talking at great
length about the Battle of Britain lace panel and
learned much from her. When she retired as Chief
Steward in 1999 she took on the responsibility for the
information desk until ill health forced her to retire
in 2009. She was also a long serving member of the
Friends of Southwell Minster.
Mary was a clergy widow and her faith was very
important to her. She appreciated the ritual of the
daily services and was a member of Forward in Faith.
She was a talented lady and at the Wedding Dress
Exhibition some years ago in the chapter house, we
all admired her wedding dress which she had knitted
herself!
Mary was also a loyal supporter of Time Travelling
and would be there almost every day supporting the
children and staff. Her great thrill was to present the
pilgrim candles at the closing service.
But my grandchildren will always remember her for

This picture, taken at a meeting of Steeplepeople, the
Young Friends of the Minster, on 5 May 2007, epitomises
Mary Skinner’s roles in relation to young people,
education, the heritage of the Minster and the Friends.

the magical way she helped them to find
and learn about all the Thompson mice in
the Minster. Thank you, Mary for all you
did and for being our Friend!
Sheila Allton

THE FRIENDS’ FIRST
EVENT

Although the Friends’ current pattern of outings and events dates
back only to 1995, the death of Miss Clarice Hedley on 17 June
brings to mind their first ever event when the organisation was only
a few months old. The programme here records a ‘pianoforte recital’
which she gave in the Minster on 27 September 1947. A collection
was to be taken, but this was evidently before the days of tea and
biscuits in church. Miss Hedley had been a Friend in years past and
her brother-in-law, Norman Jollands, was the Friends’ first Hon.
Secretary. Until earlier this year, when she moved to sheltered
accommodation, she continued to live alone in the house where
she had lived all her 88 years. Throughout that time she had been a
worshipper and active member at St Leonard’s Church, Wollaton,
and was still on the lesson-reading rota.
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Clarice’s recital

FRIENDS’ FESTIVAL

11 June
2016

The 2016 Festival seemed to attract record
numbers, many of whom managed to
survive cheerfully the varied activities of a
more-than-eight-hour day. Others, equally
welcome, attended particular sessions as
they were able.
We are most grateful to Chris Hodson who,
at short notice, recorded his impressions of
the whole day. Much of the content of the
morning lecture will be news to many readers
and we are pleased to be able to present
such a thorough résumé of Professor Dixon’s
researches.
Chris Hodson writes:
From within and outside the Diocese Friends and
non-Friends gathered on a cool June Saturday
morning to enjoy tea, coffee and biscuits before
settling down in the Nave of the Minster to
listen to a lecture by Professor Philip Dixon, the
Minster Archaeologist, entitled ‘Romans, Saxons
and Normans: the early stages of the settlement
at Southwell’ (see pages 6 and 7).
We then went our separate ways for lunch and
many Friends reconvened in the state chamber
for the Annual General Meeting, at which we
were delighted to have Bishop Paul with us.
Acting Dean Nigel opened the meeting, giving
greetings from John Guille who was unable to
be with us. Bishop Paul led us in prayer.
Nigel then gave his report, explaining that over
the past year building projects at the Minster
had been limited owing to the need to spend
£1.5 million on the replacement of the slate
roof above the south transept and south quire.
He advised that the Government was awarding
grants under a new scheme based on World
War 1. He said that we had applied for a grant
and that with the commemorative services
held during the year, this would assist in our
application. Such grant did not need to be
match-funded.
Application has also been made to the Heritage
Lottery Fund, where match-funding is required.
He said that HLF had been very helpful in
suggestions for promoting our bid to them,
advising that we include the chapter house in
the grant application to make the Leaves of
Southwell better known.

The day began with coffee in the crossing

We live in an area better called the ‘Centre’ not
the ‘Middle’ of England and the East Midlands
is a central part of the country’s history. It is an
opportunity to put Southwell at the centre, to
show its importance as a place of significance
in scripture – that we should use our heritage
to show how it can speak of the love of God
with the chapter house giving an enormous
opportunity for interpretation of many facets
of prayer and worship. The Friends have
pledged £30,000 for each of the next 5 years
towards this work and Nigel asked for ideas
as to how we might expand our presentation
to make the most of what we have here in the
Minster.
The accounts were then presented with
meticulous clarity by Roger Wilson. He advised
that the subscriptions were showing a downward
trend and encouraged seeking an increase in
membership. He was generally happy with the
financial position despite a fall in funds. The
accounts were approved and Brooks Mayfield
were proposed and approved as the Friends’
independent examiners for 2016.
Margaret
Waddington
presented
the
membership report: We have 593 members of
whom 95 are joint and 34 Life members. There
are 11 honorary members and 13 new members
joined in 2015. We have lost 16 members, 8
through death, 4 from resignations and 4 for
failure to pay subscriptions. There are 143
Continued on page 7
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Romans, Saxons and
Normans: the early
stages of the settlement
at Southwell
Acting Dean Nigel introduced the meeting with the
proclamation of ‘Friends Romans and Countrymen’
and then he introduced Professor Dixon. Nigel said
that it was last year during the negotiations for the
acquisition of the Minster School Church Street site that
brought about the decision to ask Professor Dixon to
give his lecture. Professor Dixon has been the Minster
Archaeologist since 1981.
When we all sat down in the nave, the overhead
projector (OHP) screen was showing an old map.
Professor Dixon, as he began his lecture, explained that
this map showed the location of Southwell in relation
to Roman sites in England in approximately 44/45 AD
and showed the position of the Fosse Way which, at
that time, was the limit of Roman expansion to the
north (Southwell was just to the north of the Fosse Way)
and he believed, though this was only guesswork, that
Southwell was a Roman Temple site. Professor Dixon
produced slides provided by Ursula Spence, on the OHP
which showed drawings made by Charles Daniels who
carried out excavations of the site around the Church
Street School in 1959, one of these showing a section of
a cold bath in the eastern wing. However, Daniels was
only allowed to dig around the outside of the school
building (naturally enough). This made it difficult to be
accurate as to what was on the site. He also showed
pictures of some wonderful mosaics of 72 to 80 AD
discovered on the site and also drawings of a villa area in
plan form showing incomplete walling. However, recent
digs have proved earlier beliefs as to the excavating
to be incorrect in their conclusions as walls excavated
more recently appear to be of a military build. There is
a supposition that at one time on part of the site was
a timber or stone two-storey building surrounded by a
courtyard used for pre-Roman worship and taken over
by the Romans - this is not necessarily so, as insufficient
excavation has been possible. He also referred to two
particular stones found in an excavated trench, which
formed part of a larger structure. He then spoke of
human bones being found on top of mosaics, with the
mosaics between the bones having been removed. The
heads of the skeletons were facing west, indicating a
Christian burial ground. Mr Bob Alvey, in 1979, drew
a plan showing many skeletons facing west as found
on this site – these are believed to be post Roman, one
being carbon-dated 660 to 870 AD, therefore giving
belief that there was a middle-Saxon burial ground
beyond the Roman villa. Professor Dixon believes that
there was possibly a church between Vicars Court and
the Old Vicarage on Church Street indicating possibly a
Roman villa with a Saxon church on top of it.
He then went on to talk of the topography surrounding
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Professor Philip Dixon

the site of the old Saxon burial ground saying that it
is believed that the alignment of Westgate and the
Burgage met at the old burial ground and that it was
when the Archbishop’s Palace was built that the route
of the streets was altered.
Professor Dixon then spoke of the Minster itself showing
that the columns just to the rear of the south transept
were out of line, suggesting that a former church, also
Saxon, was built approximately from the crossing to
the south side and extending approximately to one
third to the west within the site of the present Minster.
The mosaics in the bread pews in the south transept
are believed to have been built around the old church.
He instructed us on when the current building was
constructed in its various stages and drew our attention
to what is known as the Southwell stone depicting
David, Lucifer and a dragon, designed in the style of
possibly the last third of the eleventh century. This stone
was perhaps intended for the earlier church, but is now
above the door opposite the pilgrims’ chapel, which
door led originally to the baptismal pool which was
sited below the pilgrims’ chapel. The baptismal pool
was abandoned when the chapter house was built.
The lecture gave us all a lot of food for thought and
displayed the extensive knowledge of Professor Dixon
(and I extend my apologies to him for any inaccuracies
in this report). He was thanked with loud applause
and Alison Salter presented him with the first print of
a painting by Christine Measures of the Roman site
as it now is. He was also to have received a wooden
box made from the old flooring of the Great Hall, but
unfortunately that had not yet arrived!

ACTING IS OVER

With the arrival of the new Dean Canon Nigel
Coates has ceased to be Acting Dean. He has filled
this role during an exceptionally long vacancy
which followed the retirement of the Very Revd
John Guille in April 2014. To be ‘acting’ for so
long requires considerable patience, skill and
stamina and the Minster has been outstandingly
fortunate to have someone at the helm with
these attributes in abundance. From the point
of view of the Friends he has chaired the Council
both confidently and sensitively and has been
far more than a caretaker. Friends attending the
annual general meetings in 2014, 2015 and 2016
have specially appreciated the way in which he
injected both life and enlightenment into what
can sometimes be turgid events. It has been a
particular pleasure to welcome him and Rhoda on
outings. Our recollections of this period will not
swiftly fade. On behalf of all the Friends we wish
him well as he approaches the next stage in his
ministry.
Canon Nigel Coates

FRIENDS’ FESTIVAL
11 June 2016
Continued from page 5

corporate members which is an increase of 3
over last year.
Malcolm Stacey then temporarily took on the
persona of Sue Hopkin, who could not be with
us, and gave Sue’s report on visits and activities
of the past year. Malcolm advised the meeting
that Sue had been looking after this aspect of
the Friends for 22 years. Visits had taken place
to Bolton Abbey and Bradford Cathedral and
a horn recital in the Minster last autumn had
attracted 80 Friends. A visit had taken place
to Tewkesbury in May of this year and a visit
is taking place to Sheffield Cathedral on 27
September. In Spring 2017, the venue for a
visit is likely to be Thaxted in Essex.
Malcolm then reverted to himself to give his
report on Pepperpots, which, it was squeezed
out of him, he had been looking after for 42

years. He reported that there had been two
issues in 2015 which dealt with events and
developments in and around the Minster. He
mentioned the tribute to the late David Leaning.
He also mentioned the link with Pepperpots in
the parishes, asking for people to put a copy
in their parish churches and asked for names
of people who could provide a link with their
parishes.
Acting Dean Nigel then sought to close the
meeting but Malcolm, rising for the third time,
on behalf of the Friends gave thanks to Nigel
for his excellent care and chairing of the Friends
over the past three years. This was received - to
revert back to the morning’s theme – summo
cum acclamatio! The meeting was then closed,
followed by tea and an excellent array of
cakes.
The day ended with some of us attending
Evensong, excellently sung by the Minster Choir
and at which service Bishop Paul preached on
the subject of Luke Chapter 14, of the dinner
guests who turned down the invitation to the
great Banquet.
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OUT
and ABOUT
Sue Hopkin writes:
We have enjoyed two well attended trips in 2016,
first to an abbey, Tewkesbury, in May and then to
a cathedral, Sheffield, in September. As we turn to
2017 our first destination will be a parish church,
but one on a grand scale – Thaxted in Essex (see
panel).
This will take place on Tuesday 9 May, leaving
Southwell at 9.30am. We plan to reach a restaurant
just outside Thaxted by midday for soup and
sandwiches and arrive at the church at 2.00pm.
Following a guided tour we shall have tea and
return to Southwell by 9.00pm. The total cost
will be £32.00. Full details are on the enclosed
booking form which should be returned to me,
with payment, by Saturday 4 March at the latest.
There are few, if any, access issues.
I am now actively planning another outing
in September – details in the next issue of
Pepperpots.
If you have ideas for future visits, please let me
know (01636 830446).
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THAXTED – THE CATHEDRAL
THAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN
The parish church of St John the Baptist with Our
Lady and St Laurence is built on a grand and
impressive scale even by the standards of some of
its East Anglian neighbours. Like them it reflects
the dominant prosperity of the region’s wool
industry which financed the gradual completion
of the building over the last two centuries of
the Middle Ages. Its scale is emphasised by the
absence of internal divisions and barriers and
its lightness by the limited quantity of stained
glass.
The church contains no fewer than three organs,
one of which, recently restored, was that played
by the composer, Gustav Holst, when he was the
church’s organist early in the last century. It may
be possible to hear a short recital on this Lincoln
organ. It was at this period that Thaxted gained
fame under its Christian Socialist, Anglo-Catholic
vicar, Conrad Noel, as a parish of distinctive
traditions.
The church dominates the little town as it has
down the centuries. Everywhere is within a
few minutes’ walk and Friends will have the
opportunity to explore the varied streetscape,
the Guildhall with its museum, the windmill and
almshouses. And, of course, tea.
And what about the cathedral that might have
been? When the diocese for Essex was formed
in 1914, there was considerable competition for
the location of the cathedral. Thaxted finally lost
out to Chelmsford, largely because of its poor
rail access and isolated position in one corner
of the county.

OUT and ABOUT continued
Carole Ulanowsky-Rose describes

The Friends’
visit to
Tewkesbury
In a verdant valley where the Severn and Avon meet is the fine Norman Abbey
of Tewkesbury. On the visit of Southwell Friends in May centuries of history
were revealed within its walls. One of the largest parish churches in England,
Tewkesbury Abbey is justly claimed as ‘having all the grandeur of a cathedral’.
But long before its foundation and consecration by the Bishop of Worcester
nearly 900 years ago, a small monastery of Benedictine monks pre-dated the
splendid building seen today. We were invited to consider how this small group
of monks in earlier centuries may well have witnessed Saxon resistance against
Danish invasion and how, through years of turmoil, these holy men created and
preserved its cultural artefacts from first foundation of the abbey.
Into medieval times Tewkesbury Abbey and its surrounding lands bear witness to
the protracted Wars of the Roses when ultimately the White Rose of the Yorkists
claimed victory over Lancastrian Red. We saw the ‘Sun in Splendour’ badge
of the triumphant House of York, high above in its vaulted roof. And plaques
beneath our feet, alongside inscriptions on the tombs, are clear evidence that
‘Tewkesbury hardly yields to any church save Westminster in the number of great
personages who lie beneath its roof’. In the 16th century Francis Beaumont
stated ‘here’s an acre sown indeed with the richest and royal’st seed’.
Hardly a century after the final resolution of the Wars of the Roses the monastery
of Tewkesbury was dissolved under King Henry VIII and thus its wealth,
accumulated over many centuries, went to the sovereign purse. It is fortunate
that the residents of Tewkesbury, having from time immemorial used the western
part of the nave as their parish church, gathered together the sum of £453 to
save the building from destruction. Indeed, taken as a whole, Tewkesbury is one
of the best preserved medieval towns in England, testimony to the commitment
of its population to conserve what is good.
As with many aspects of the abbey building, the fine and well-preserved medieval
glass demonstrates to ancient skill as well as noble and royal association and
patronage. But in more recent times the modern Denny window (illustrated),
installed in 2002, celebrates both the temporal and the spiritual: stone masons
at work, people planting trees, labourers hoeing the land. At the same time are
figures kneeling at prayer or walking through landscape. In sum, this modern
example of ecclesiastical stained glass offers clear depiction of the Benedictine
motto ‘Laborare est orare’ - to work is to pray.
Many of our ancient holy places bear testimony to both devotion and destruction
in the struggle for power and wealth – perhaps none more so than Tewkesbury
Abbey where even the door of one holy chapel is constructed from the armour
of a medieval war horse, hammered flat, but with the arrow holes of attack
still visible. At the same time, great love and commitment evidenced in the
creation and preservation of this building and its treasures have survived the
struggles of centuries. Its rich store of history and beauty offered pleasurable
contemplation. This, along with the warmth of welcome and hospitality from
the Friends of Tewkesbury Abbey, brightened the rather damp day of our visit.
As ever, grateful thanks are due to Sue Hopkin whose efforts ensured a most
enjoyable visit for the Southwell group.

Interior looking east

The quire vault

The modern window by Thomas Denny

‘Touching souls’ by Mico Kaufman
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OUT and ABOUT continued
Joan Hiller reports on

The Friends’
visit to Sheffield
Cathedral
Right: Tea in the chapter house

Sheffield Cathedral on 27 September proved to be
interesting and unusual. We entered the west end
through a smart modern entrance with a shop and were
divided into three groups for tours, during which we
saw how a medieval parish church grew into the present
cathedral with a series of extensions and alterations over
the years. It is the oldest building in the city still in daily
use and calls itself 'A Place for all People'.
The first church was built here in the early 12th century
and a few stones from this building can be seen in the
east wall of the 15th-century sanctuary. This, with the
chancel and tower, are all that remains of the medieval
church. A private chapel was added to the south of the
chancel about 1520 for burials of the Earls of Shrewsbury.
It contains the fine alabaster tomb of the 4th Earl and
his two wives and that of the 6th Earl which bears a long
Latin inscription detailing his services to Queen Elizabeth
I, which included the care of Mary, Queen of Scots for
many years. It was surprising to hear that this chapel
somehow remained a private Roman Catholic chapel
(within an Anglican cathedral!) until 1933.
The nave has been altered and extended several times.
Most of the current nave is Victorian, extended to cater
for the growing city whose prosperity is shown by the
monuments and stained glass. It has tall Gothic arches,
no triforium and a wooden roof. There is no screen or nave
altar, the nave and chancel being used as one space.
The west end of the nave was extended in 1966 with
plain glass windows and a lantern with attractive
coloured glass in an abstract design. In recent years a
café has been added, the flooring, heating and lighting
have been replaced and new, light-oak moveable pews
provided which look very attractive. Sheffield's famous
steel industry is celebrated with a simple modern steel
font and an unusual stainless steel Advent wreath.
The church became a cathedral in 1914 and this led
to plans for extension after World War 1. In the 1930s
Charles Nicholson produced an ambitious plan to enlarge
the building which involved changing its orientation to
north-south rather than east-west. The first part was
built, producing a north extension to be the new chancel
and sanctuary, but the plan was abandoned after World
War 2 leaving a large space which is now two chapels
and a crypt.
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The first chapel is dedicated to St George and
commemorates the York and Lancaster Regiment (17581968). It has small modern stained glass windows
depicting their campaigns and decorations and a splendid
screen made of swords and bayonets. We were unable
to visit the crypt and the Chapel of the Holy Spirit beyond
this due to redecorating, but we could see most of the
large Te Deum window by Christopher Webb at the 'east'
end in what was planned to be a Lady chapel.
After our tours, we had an excellent tea in the chapter
house. This was given in memory of Edward Tozer, a
Master Cutler and Mayor of Sheffield, and his wife by
their daughter and dedicated in 1939. The windows,
all again by Christopher Webb, illustrate the history of
Sheffield. It includes the occasion John Wesley was not
permitted to preach in the church and the centrepiece is
a grand depiction of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales in which
the Miller is shown with his Sheffield knife.
Our visit concluded, as usual, with Evensong which was
held in the front of the nave and sung (very well) by a
choir of three.
This was a most interesting and enjoyable visit, and
many thanks are due to Sue Hopkin and her colleagues
for arranging it and to our friends at Sheffield.
The lantern window

SUNDAY
7.30 a.m. Morning Prayer and the Litany (BCP)
8.00 a.m. Holy Communion (BCP)
9.30 a.m. Family Eucharist (CW1)
11.15 a.m. Sung Eucharist (BCP)
3.30 p.m. Evensong/Evening Prayer (BCP)
MONDAY
8.30 a.m. Morning Prayer (CW)
9.00 a.m. Holy Communion (CW1) Sacrista Prebend
5.45 p.m. Evensong/Evening Prayer (BCP)
TUESDAY
7.30 a.m. Holy Communion (CW1) Pilgrims’ Chapel
8.00 a.m. Morning Prayer (CW)
5.45 p.m. Evensong/Evening Prayer (BCP)
WEDNESDAY
7.30 a.m. Holy Communion (CW1) St Oswald’s Chapel
8.00 a.m. Morning Prayer (CW)
12.15 p.m. Holy Communion (CW1) Sacrista Prebend
5.45 p.m. Evensong/Evening Prayer (BCP)
THURSDAY
7.30 a.m. Holy Communion (BCP) Airmen’s Chapel
8.00 a.m. Morning Prayer (CW)
9.45 a.m. Holy Communion (BCP) Airmen’s Chapel
12.30 p.m. Silence and Meditation Pilgrims’ Chapel
5.45 p.m. Evensong/Evening Prayer (BCP)
FRIDAY
7.30 a.m. Holy Communion (CW1) St Oswald’s Chapel
8.00 a.m. Morning Prayer (CW)
5.45 p.m. Evensong/Evening Prayer (BCP)
SATURDAY
8.30 a.m. Morning Prayer (CW)
9.00 a.m. Holy Communion (CW1) Pilgrims’ Chapel
5.45 p.m. Evensong/Evening Prayer (BCP)
Visit: www.southwellminster.org
and click Minster Magazine for variations and more details.
Evensong is usually said on Monday and Wednesday,
but see the Minster Music List www.southwellminster.org
and click Music and Choirs
Sunday Club meets weekly.
The sacrament of reconciliation (Confession and Absolution)
and the Anointing and Laying-on of Hands are available at any
time by arrangement with the Dean or with any other clergy.
The Minster is open every day until dusk or 7.00 p.m.
The diocesan cycle of prayer is used every day, remembering
parishes and organisations within the diocese.
Please ring the Minster Office (01636 812649) for details of
how to organise a party visit to the Minster and to check
service times, which may be subject to alteration.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
• Individual members: £15.00 per year

"

SOUTHWELL MINSTER
SERVICES

Enrolment Form

Please enrol me as a Friend of Southwell Cathedral (see subscription
rates at foot of page).
*  I enclose cash/PO/cheque for £.........................
*  I enclose a completed Bankers Order
*  I enclose a completed Gift Aid declaration
(Cheques payable to ‘Friends of Southwell Cathedral’ please).
Name................................................................................................
Address.............................................................................................
Address..................................................................................................
Address..............................................................................................
Postcode..................................................................................................
Date........................................................................................................
*Delete as appropriate

— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

BANKERS ORDER

To the Manager.....................................................Bank/Building Society
Full address of Branch............................................................................
..............................................................................................................
............................................................................... Postcode.................
Account No............................................................................................
Account Name.......................................................................................
Sort Code .................... .................... ....................
Please pay to: ‘The Friends of Southwell Cathedral’, a/c number 97113409
at National Westminster Bank, 9 Church Street, Southwell, Nottinghamshire
(60-20-15)
the sum of £.................(.............................................................pounds)
on receipt of this order and on every................................................ day
of...............................................................annually until further notice.
Please cancel any existing order in favour of the Friends of Southwell
Cathedral
Signature...............................................................................................
Date.......................................................................................................

— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

Gift Aid Declaration

Only one person should complete this form.
You must pay an amount of income tax and/or capital gains tax at least
equal to the tax that the Friends of Southwell reclaim on your contributions in the tax year.
Please inform the Friends of Southwell Cathedral if you cease to pay at
this level or if you change your name or address. If the donor pays less
income or capital gains tax than the amount of gift aid claimed, it is their
responsibility to pay the difference.
I WANT THE FRIENDS OF SOUTHWELL CATHEDRAL TO TREAT ALL
CONTRIBUTIONS I HAVE MADE SINCE 6 APRIL 2000, AND ALL
CONTRIBUTIONS I MAKE FROM THE DATE OF THIS DECLARATION, UNTIL
I NOTIFY YOU OTHERWISE, AS GIFT AID DONATIONS.
Title........................................................................................................
Forename(s)...........................................................................................
Surname.................................................................................................

• Joint membership: £25.00 per year

Address..................................................................................................

• Senior Citizens or under 18: £10.00 per year

Address..................................................................................................

• Life membership: £500

Postcode................................................................................................

• Businesses: £20.00 per year

Signature...............................................................................................
Date.......................................................................................................
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G R E AT WA R M E M O R I A L
WINDOW
Many readers have yet to see the
new window which was installed in
the south quire aisle this summer. It
arose from the lack of a memorial
in the Minster to all those who lost
their lives in World War I from the
two counties of Derbyshire and
Nottinghamshire which then formed
the diocese. The outcome has been
the design of a stained glass window
by Nicholas Mynheer who is widely
acclaimed both for his glass and for
painting and sculpture.
As this illustration shows, the window
contains
some
straightforward
images, yet a moment’s scrutiny
reveals a host of details and allusions
which deepen the impact of the
overall design without cluttering it.
It is possible to appreciate its
message, presented in vivid colours
and strong lines, without absorbing
every detail, but this new addition to
the Minster deserves deeper study.
This is abundantly aided by the
interpretation leaflet which is now
available in the Minster. This draws
out all kinds of meanings and insights
which help the viewer to appreciate
how much can be revealed. Both
spare time and binoculars will reward
your contemplation.
Much of Nicholas Mynheer’s work is
in the Oxford area, but a local site
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which is accessible is the Roman
Catholic Church of the Good Shepherd
in Thackerays Lane, Woodthorpe,
Nottingham, where he has provided
stations of the cross carved in stone.
For further examples of his work
visit: http://www.mynheer-art.co.uk/
archive.html

All unattributed photographs
by Mary Stacey

Chairman of the Council:
    The Very Revd Nicola Sullivan
    Dean of Southwell

THE FRIENDS OF
SOUTHWELL
CATHEDRAL
President:
    The Rt Revd Paul Williams
    Bishop of Southwell
    and Nottingham
Vice-Presidents:
The Rt Revd P. R. Butler
The Rt Revd G. H. Cassidy
The Rt Revd P. B. Harris
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Council:
    Mrs A. F. Allen
Mrs. J. Hodson
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    Mrs V. Loughton
    Mr R. Pearson 	
    Mr T. S. Richmond
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Hon. Secretary:
    Mrs A. Salter
    Minster Centre,
    Church Street,
    Southwell, NG25 0HD
Hon. Treasurer:
    Mr R. Wilson
Independent Examiner:
    Brooks Mayfield
    Chartered Accountants
    12 Bridgford Road
    West Bridgford
    Nottingham NG2 6AB

12The Friends’ website address is: http://www.southwellminster.org/cathedral-friends-2.html
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OBJECTS OF THE FRIENDS
The Friends of Southwell Cathedral
exist to bind together all who
love the Cathedral Church and
who desire to help in preserving
for posterity the fabric of this
ancient and historic building; in
maintaining daily worship therein;
and in enhancing its adornment.

LEGACIES
Over the years many Friends have
remembered the Minster in their
wills and this has been greatly
appreciated.
The following form of bequest
is suggested for the convenience
of those who would like to make
a bequest to the Friends from
their estate in their will:
‘I bequeath to the charity
known as the Friends of Southwell
Cathedral (Registered Charity No.
1039131) a sum of ..................
pounds (free of legacy duty)
or a ...................percentage of
the residue of my estate and I
declare that the receipt of the
Secretary for the time being of
the said charity shall be good
and sufficient discharge for the
same.’

